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Primary Objectives of Program
• Teach students how a modern science experiment
is implemented from conception through data
analysis
• Include models of all primary components that
make up such an experiment
– electronics, sensors, real-time programming,
mechanical, management, documentation

• Targeted to younger students (freshman,
sophomores) so that the experience can be useful
throughout their university career
• Provide flavor of real research to keep students
interested in a science, technology, engineering
career
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LaSPACE Developed Several Components
• Louisiana Aerospace Catalyst Experiences for Students (LaACES)
– Entry level uses small payloads (~500 g) with sounding balloon “vehicle”
– 2014-2015 is the tenth year of operation
• LSU, UNO, LaTech, McNeese, Southern, Xavier, Loyola, Grambling

– Exported to other states across the country.

• Physics & Aerospace Catalyst Experiences for Students
(PACER)
– Focus on establishing LaACES-like programs at minority
institutions
– Bring teams to LSU for 9-week intensive summer workshop then
mentor institutions during academic year
– Funded by NSF from 2007 through 2013

• Wallops Ballooning Experience for Educators (WBEE)
– Focused on high school teachers for two years of operation.

• High Altitude Student Platform (HASP)
–
–
–
–

Carry student payloads to 124 kilofeet for up to 20 hours
For advanced undergraduates and graduates
Support student “thesis” projects
Supported by NASA Balloon Program Office, Louisiana Board of
Regents, LaSPACE, and LSU
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Louisiana student ballooning started in 2002
• First “Starting Student Space Hardware
Programs” workshop was in 2002
– Organized by Colorado Space Grant (C. Koehler)
– Three Louisiana representatives attended and
learned student ballooning essentials.

• Pilot program in 2002 – 2003 was successful, but we
uncovered some issues
– No entry undergraduate appropriate “text” for topics
(electronics, programming, management) to be covered.
– Needed custom electronic kits for teaching basic skills.

• Developed “Student Ballooning Course” and BalloonSat controller
electronic kit during 2003 - 2004
• Louisiana Aerospace Catalyst Experiences for Students (LaACES)
− Started in 2004 for entry level undergraduate students.

• High Altitude Student Platform (HASP)
– Started in 2006 for advanced undergraduate and graduate students

• Physics & Aerospace Catalyst Experiences for Students (PACER)
– Started in 2007 to establish LaACES-like programs at minority institutions
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LaACES Concept
• Student Ballooning Course (SBC)
gives students necessary skills
– “Formal” lectures and activities
– Electronics kits for hands-on training

• Train students to use acquired
knowledge to create a science payload
• Expose students to skills not normally
available in conventional classrooms
– E.g. team work, project management

• Reinforce success by launching each
payload upon a latex sounding balloon
to 100,000 feet
• Students present analyzed data
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LaACES Structure
• Involves students from Louisiana institutions
• Students are organized into teams of 3-4
• Fall semester consists of bi-weekly 2 hour classes
– 1 hour of lecture
– 3 or more hours of activities
– Lectures and activities cover:
•
•
•
•
•

Electronics
Programming
Payload design
Project management
Balloon payload design and science

• Spring semester devoted to building the payload
• Includes numerous activities designed to improve
written and oral communication skills.
• Launch trip to CSBF
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Fall Semester: Skill Building
• Complete the Student Balloon Course
• Develop circuit building skills
• Microprocessor programming
• Understand how to use sensors
• Develop knowledge of project
management techniques
• Understand the ballooning
environment, constraints and design
• Exposure to various science topics
appropriate for balloon payloads
• Write and present the Preliminary
Design Review
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Student Ballooning Course Content
• Course syllabus which provides a
summary of the Student Ballooning
• 33 PowerPoint presentations covering
the primary topics relevant to the
program
• 30 hands-on activities that
complement the lectures
• List of materials necessary for the
activities
• A hardware kit with components
required to support the activities
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SBC Hardware Components
A series of electronics kits and parts was developed to accompany the SBC lectures
to provide hands-on learning for the electronics and programming activities
Solder Practice is collection of components (e.g. resistors, capacitors, dead ICs,
etc.) and small printed circuit boards to help develop soldering skills.
SkeeterSat is an introductory circuit assembly activity
where the output beep frequency is temperature
dependent and the interval between beeps is light
intensity dependent
BalloonSat includes a Basic Stamp
microcontroller for programming activities.
Can also be used as the payload controller
Miscellaneous Parts includes specialized
components & sensors used by some
activities
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Spring Semester: Payload Build
• Develop a balloon payload
• Presentation for Critical
Design Review (CDR)
• Calibrations and System
Testing
• Presentation for Flight
Readiness Review (FRR)
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End of year flight activities
• 3 ½ days of activities at the Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility
(CSBF) in Palestine, Texas
• Including FRR, vehicle integration, pre-launch prep, flight
operations, data analysis, flight results presentations and facility
tours
• Scheduled for “turn-around”: 4th week of May
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Payload Configuration
Latex sounding
balloon
60” Skyangle parachute

Parachute
Ground commanded cutdown device

CUTDOWN
PRIMARY: K5LSU-11

Primary ham radio APRS beacon
HD video camcorder pointed upwards
Accelerometer instrument, IAU- P.R.

VIDEO
IAU Accelerometer
445.925 MHz DF Beacon

LSU Biology

SECONDARY: W5YW-11

Milliwatt radio direction finding beacon
LSU biology experiment
Secondary ham radio APRS beacon

IAU Albedo
IAU WP4NXZ-11

Albedo instrument, IAU- P.R.
Flight test ham radio beacon from IAU-P.R
Temp/Pressure/video, ASU (Team SABRE)

Team SABRE

Temp/Pressure/photos, CSU (Team DAP)

Team DAP
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Typical LaACES flight images
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LaACES has been adapted to other programs
Teams from multiple minority serving institutions across the
nation have learned how to provide student ballooning
research programs for their students.
LaSPACE was
instrumental in
assisting with the
development of the
Maine Space Grant
student ballooning
program.

The Wallops Ballooning
Experience for Educators for
30 high school teachers was
developed and conducted by
LaSPACE / LaACES
personnel.

Physics instructor Mark Arseneault led group of Zachary High
School students in developing a LaACES payload in 2012
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High Altitude Student Platform (HASP)
A Partnership between the NASA Balloon Program Office (BPO) and
Louisiana Space Consortium (LaSPACE)
Provide undergraduate and graduate students
with an annual near-space flight opportunity
950 lb. payload carries 12 student payloads to
120,000 feet for about 17 hours using a 11 mcf
polyethylene, zero-pressure balloon.
Nine flights since 2006 have carried 77 payloads
developed by students around the world
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HASP is a Multi-Payload Balloon Platform
• Support up to eight payloads < 3 kg and four payloads < 20 kg per flight
• HASP supplies payloads with serial downlink & uplink in near real-time, 32
VDC @ 2.5 A power, discrete commands, analog downlink.
• CosmoCam provides real-time video of payloads and environment
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Typically flight from Ft. Sumner, NM

• Integrate student payload with HASP at CSBF (Palestine, TX) at
end of July / beginning of August
• Transport system to Ft. Sumner, NM after integration
• Typically begin flight operations mid-August / end-August
• Launch usually targeted for the first Monday in September
– Lower speed high altitude winds but still provides good direction stability

• Typically fly across New Mexico and land in western Arizona.
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HASP flown almost every year since 2006
Over nine flights HASP has accumulated almost 124 hours at float or an average
of 13.8 hours per flight.

Payloads Involved with HASP Since 2006
Year

Launch Date

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Total 06 to 11

9/4/06
9/2/07
9/15/08
9/11/09
8/31/11
9/8/11
9/1/12
9/2/13
8/9/14
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Float Duration
(hours)

Students

15.0
16.5
31.8
12.0
8.0
15.7
8.8
10.5
5.6
123.9

25
70
96
50
78
117
93
101
90
720
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Payloads
Accepted Flown

8
11
13
10
11
11
14
12
10
100

8
10
12
6
8
5
11
10
7
77

Success

6
8
6
6
8
5
10
10
7
66
18

HASP supports students across the country

Since 2006, HASP has flown close to 80 student-built payloads engaging over 700
undergraduate and graduate students from 33 universities, colleges, and minority serving
institutions located across 19 continental U.S. states plus Puerto Rico and Alberta, Canada.
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Conclusions
• Balloon technology has evolved to the point where student groups can
now have regular access to the near-space environment.
• Many states, with the help of the National Space Grant program, have
developed student ballooning programs that help train the next
generation of scientists and engineers.
– The LaACES program provides entry-level undergraduates with basic skills and
the opportunity to develop and fly a small payload on a sounding balloon
– The HASP program for advanced undergraduate and graduate students allows
more complex and heavier payloads to be flown to ~120,000 feet for around 17
hours.

• The LaACES SBC materials is available free of charge
– USB thumbdrive with lectures, activities, materials list, manuals and PCB files
– Contact guzik@phunds.phys.lsu.edu

• HASP 2015 Call for Payloads now available
– Applications due December 19, 2014
– Q&A session for new applicants scheduled for November 14, 2014
– Download from http://laspace.lsu.edu/hasp/Participantinfo.php
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